


THE NUMBERS

Length 5,99 m

Beam 2,19 m

Draft 0,12 m /1,65 m
raising keel

Displacement 300 kg/400 kg
according to options

Sail area upwind 21 m2

Gennaker 35 m2





The Sarch S6 has been designed for enjoy sailing. With a daysailer navigation program, the new Sarch S6 knocks on the door of the sailor who 
wants to enjoy daily departures, to navigate without further complications, or to benefit of the the high performance of a modern and powerful hull, 
with no loss of stability and navigation security.

A sail exit with the calm sea to enjoy a sunset or a family dip into the summer afternoons. Win a regatta in your club, or take it to your hollidays 
along the Azur coast... Why give up some, if you can do it all! The new S6 will open the doors to a world of sensations. 

The S6 is the perfect compromise between fun and safety. The lightness and the design of the hull give the new Sarch the performance of a 
sportboat, but when what is wanted is a quiet and relaxed ride the stability of the Sarch S6 provide a plus of safety.

On the OUTSIDE its clean lines and the nobility of wood speaks of elegance but without quarreling with efficiency. A simplified maneuver which 
will help you to focus on the important thing: ENJOY
It has a large cockpit with different command posts. The benches sheltered by coamings that emerge from the cabin and a stern area for total 
boat control. In addition the cockpit, without obstacles, allows the placement of 2 large mattresses for greater comfort of the crew.
 
On the aesthetic level, its modern lines with a classic touch, make the S6 the envy of the port. The  Sarch’s daysailer will allow the owner to cus-
tomize their S6. Deck of teak, carbon look or  color hull with to choice. Multiple possibilities to make the S6 tailored to each navigator.

The INSIDE is simple and practical. A big place to store bags and sails, and a enought place to do a confortable siesta.  

Sarch S6. Just sail, just enjoy.

HER IDENTITY
Do not give up on feeling





COMFORT

The Sarch S6 features a large cockpit with multiple command posts. Some benches sheltered by coamings that emerge 
from the cabin and a more aft area for full control of the boat. The obstacles-free cockpit allows the placement of 2 large 
mats for the comfort of the crew.



PERFORMANCE

Two keel configurations (50 kg or 130 kg). They 
will help you customize your S6. The light one will 
give the Sarch S6 more performance. The heavier 
one will ensure greater stability.



TOWABLE

As his big brother, the Sarch S6 is easily towable. The keel is pivoting and 
retracts to leave the boat completely flat on the trailer. Perfect to take on 
your vacation !!!

SOLID CONSTRUCTION

For the Sarch S6 we return to the construction materials that present the 
best results in the life cycle of a boat, combining epoxy, marine board, 
carbon fiber, and technical glass fibers.





www.sarch.eu

info@sarch.eu


